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Steps in the Ethical Decision-‐Making Process

Here are a few key points regarding ethical decisions.
● Responsible practice requires that you:

○ base your actions on informed, sound, and responsible judgment
○ consult with colleagues or seek supervision
○ keep your knowledge and skills current
○ engage in a continual process of self-‐examination
○ remain open

● In making ethical decisions, as much as possible and when appropriate, include your client in this
ethical decision-‐making process.

● Clients need enough information about the therapeutic process to be able to make informed
choices.

○ The informed consent process begins with the intake interview and continues for the
duration of the therapeutic relationship.

○ The aim is to involve clients in a collaborative partnership.
● The key is to make ethical decisions with clients, not simply for them. Get clients actively

involved in the process to the extent possible and appropriate. Respecting the autonomy of your
clients implies that you do not decide for clients, nor do you foster dependent attitudes and
behaviors.

Eight Steps in Making Ethical Decisions

Ethical decision making should be a collaborative process between client and counselor, rather than a
counselor making decisions for the client. Below are the steps, with suggested questions, to assist you in
thinking through an ethical dilemma. This is one of several decision-‐making models which can be utilized.
The steps taken may not always follow the same order shown and steps may be repeated several times in
the process.
1. Identify the problem or dilemma.

● Does a problem or dilemma actually exist?
● Is this an ethical, legal, moral, professional, or clinical problem?
● Is it a combination of more than one of these?
● How can you know the nature of the problem?
● Would you consult at this early stage as you are identifying the problem?
● How might you begin the process of consultation with your client about the nature of the problem?

2. Identify the potential issues involved.

● How might you best evaluate the rights, responsibilities, and welfare of all those involved and
● those who are affected by the decision, including your own welfare as a practitioner?
● How can you best promote your client's independence and self-‐determination?
● What actions have the least chance of bringing harm to your client?
● What decision will best safeguard the client's welfare?
● How can you create a trusting and collaborative climate where your clients can find their own

answers?
● What principles can you use in prioritizing the potential issues involved in this situation?
● Are there any ways to encourage the client to participate in identifying and determining potential

ethical issues?
3. Review the relevant ethical codes.
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● What guidance can you find on the specific problem under review by consulting with the
● professional codes?
● Are your values in agreement with the specific ethical code in question?
● How clear and specific are the codes on the specific area under consideration?
● Are the codes consistent with applicable state laws?

4. Know the applicable laws and regulations.

● Are there any laws or regulations that have a bearing on the situation under consideration?
● What are the specific and relevant state and federal laws that apply to the ethical dilemma?
● What are the rules, regulations, and policies of the agency or institution where you work?

5. Obtain consultation.

● Do you know where to go to obtain consultation with professionals who are knowledgeable
● about ethical issues?
● Assuming that vou will consult with a colleague or a supervisor, what would you expect from
● this consultation?
● What kinds of questions do you want to ask of those with whom you consult?
● With whom do you seek consultation? Do you consult only with those who share your
● orientation, or do you look for consultants with different perspectives?
● How can you use the consultation process as an opportunity to test the justification of a course of

action you are inclined to take?
● What kinds of information do you document when you consult?
● When you do make use of a consultation process, do you inform your client about this?
● Are there any ways you might include the client in this consultation process?

6. Consider possible and probable courses of action.

● What are some ways that you can brainstorm many possible courses of action?
● Do you have a systematic method for analyzing ethical obligations and possible courses of action?
● Are you willing to involve your client in the discussion of the various courses of action?
● What might you document pertaining to discussions with your client about probable courses of

action?
7. Enumerate the consequences of various decisions.

● How can you best evaluate the potential consequences of each course of action, before
● implementing a particular action plan?
● Are you willing to involve your client in the discussion of the implications of each course of
● action for the client?
● What ethical principles can you use as a framework for evaluating the consequences of a given

course of action?
● Examine the consequences of various decisions for your client, for you as counselor, and for the

profession in general.
8. Decide on what appears to be the best course of action.

● After carefully considering all the information you have gathered, how do you know what seems
● to be the best action to take?
● Do you solicit the input of your client in making this decision at this phase?
● Once you have formulated a plan of action, do you ask for feedback from a colleague or
● supervisor?
● Once the course of action has been implemented, what are some ways that you might evaluate

the course of action?
● Are you willing to follow up to determine the outcomes and see if further action is necessary?
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I. What is a facilitator?
Someone who stays separate from the content of a meeting in order to make organizational 
suggestions, observe the process, and make interventions when needed to maintain respect and the 
structure that the group decided upon.

II. Why do we need facilitation?
 To help everyone in the group think as constructively as possible
 To stimulate complete participation and division of responsibilities
 To encourage mutual understanding
 To provoke a deepening in to the collective wisdom of the group
 To help the group find creative solutions that draw from the knowledge of the entire group
 To facilitate the building of sustainable agreements
 To assure that decisions are transparent, clear, accountable, and democratic 
 To try to not reproduce societal patterns of domination and to create a equal and respectful space

III.  What are the basic responsibilities of a facilitator?
1. Introductions: if people do not know each other  well, propose a creative way of  people at the 

meeting introducing themselves, an activity that builds trust in the group
2. Form an Agenda: classify or organize the agenda items and find a proposal for the order, the more 

detailed the agenda, the easier your job will be to keep bouncing around to a minimum.  It usually 
helps to have time limits assigned to each agenda item as well.

3. Distribute responsibilities: other tasks that can be distributed: 
a) Notetaker – someone to take notes (and if applicable, alert them before if this responsibility 

includes getting a copy to everyone before the next meeting)
Especially important to include:  decisions made, who said they’d do what, next meeting info, 
and opportunities for those who were not at the meeting to get involved

b) Timekeeper – to make reminders about the approaching time deadlines that are decided by the 
group; someone with a watch who does not feel shy about jumping in

c) Vibeswatcher – someone to keep an eye out for alienating conversations, tensions arising in the 
meeting, and watch the group’s energy level.  They can be empowered by the group to make 
interventions…a joke, a game, suggest a break, etc.

d) Stacker – sometimes it’s important to delegate the responsibility of keeping the “stack” (see 4b 
below)

4. Maintain the collectively decided speaking system: makes sure the person speaking is respected; 
      a) a “stack” or speakers list – needed when many people want to speak on the same issue

note: may want to delegate this if a meeting is complicated or large
hints: one should only break the stack when absolutely needed, and one should check in with the 
group before doing so, promising those on the stack will get a chance when you finish the 
tangent topic 

Progressive stacking:  prioritize under-represented perspectives.  
Discussion about how progressive stacking can work for Occupy GA's.

5. Stay neutral in the discussion, if you need to add an idea, it is a good idea to make it clear that you 
are stepping out of the role of facilitator 

6. Keep group on task: this includes recognizing tangents (and pointing them out to the group) and 
completing (or propose postponement or “tabling”) an item of discussion or business before moving 
on to other items
-- you can use questions like:
   “is this relevant to the topic at hand?” or “Are we going to get to this later in the meeting?” 

“can anyone find more information on this topic and can bring it to the next meeting?” or 
“did everyone understand this decision, any lasting concerns?”  and “can we move on” 

7. Create an open space where everyone feels respected: encourage quiet or marginal voices and 
remind people to self-facilitate (see “what is self-facilitation”) 
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IV.  What is self-facilitation?
--it is essential to achieve respect and to root out prejudices/domination within our groups
--many people are already conscious of the following interactions, but we all need a reminder once in 

a while.
1.  Am I conscious of how long I speak, how many times I speak, and the volume of my voice?
2. Do I interrupt others?
3. Am I conscious of how many times I encourage other people’s ideas, and how many times I propose 

my own ideas?
4. Do I use any assumed authority? (especially unwarranted authority)

Note: opinions given by men, white people, older people, or people with more experience are often 
considered more important, even when the speaker doesn’t have authority in the subject being 
discussed – their authority is assumed.

5. How many men are speaking?  How many women and people of other genders?
6. Do I use exclusionary language? 
7. Do I ever assume that everyone in the room is heterosexual or able-bodied?
8. Am I being constructive with my participation?  Or do I ever say things just to get a defensive reaction? 
9. Do I speak in order to be understood?  Do I listen in order to understand?
10. Am I being open-minded?  Do I accept diverse points of view?
11. Am I actively listening? (Body language and encouraging words) 
12. Am I recreating the same cycles of domination that I am working to end?

III. When and how does one make interventions?
1.  PRE-EMT difficulties and treat each possible problem with a collectively decided agreement. 

Make an intervention before the problem arises!
2.  Interrupt someone only as last resort  
3.  De-personalize your intervention.  In order to not offend or single out one person, you can remind 

the whole group of a collective decision or how important self-facilitation is.  Only direct an 
intervention towards an individual when absolutely necessary. 

4.  Don’t Just Control, Create: interventions are not only to keep people on track, but to keep to 
group agreements, and to build a psychologically safe environment .  The challenge is creating 
more options, not controlling. 

5.  Raise Energy: sometimes it is useful to make an intervention or propose a quick break in order to 
lift the energy level when it gets low (a quick activity that gets people on their feet is often helpful)

IV. What is Consensus Decision Making?
Myths, truths and challenges brainstorm.

V. Beginning, Including, Coming to Consensus 
 {BEGINNING DISCUSSION}
1.  Brainstorming

*it’s a good idea to let everyone speak without restrictions 
*it’s often helpful to have someone write down the group’s ideas where everyone can see them
a) Brainstorming styles:

Some brainstorming formats include suggesting that people:
-- speak the first words that come to mind in reaction to a statement, question, or topic
-- share their initial emotions on a topic
-- take a minute to write down ideas in silence, then share 

b) Synthesis
Sometimes the list generated from a brainstorm is useful on its own, but often it is more 
effective to synthesize the brainstormed ideas into a more useful format 

2.  Processes to include people: 
a) Breaking into small groups 
b) Do a “go-around” where people in a circle take turns speaking
c) Popcorn: toss a talking stick or object from one speaker to another
d) Everyone is encouraged to speak one at a time, giving space, but with no specific order

2

Intoductory Brainstorm Suggestions:
a) Everyone’s encouraged to 

participate
b) Try not to judge anyone’s ideas
c) Don’t judge yourself 
d) Abnormal ideas are encouraged
e) Think “outside of the box” 



{INCLUDING EVERYONE’S OPINIONS} getting through the divergent thinking zone
3. Basic Techniques: 

*1* Paraphrasing: for a  calming & clarifying effect for the group and for the speaker
When to use it: -- when what someone says is confusing

         -- when the speaker needs help thinking outloud 
How to use it: -- repeat the point in your words, staring with something like… “I’m hearing you 
say…”        -- remember to check with the person… “Did I get it?”

*2*   Drawing out”:   telling the speaker “I’m with you, I’m understanding you up to this point, now 
tell me more…” encourages the speaker to take their time and get all they can out 
When to use it when speaker is having difficulty clarifying herself/himself or is confusing to others
How to use it: use with or or instead of paraphrasing.  So paraphrase, then say something like “can 
you say more about that…”  or “can you give an example…” or just add a leading “so…” “and…” 
“because…”

*3*  Making space:    encouraging less vocal people to participate 
-- general questions sometimes work: “Does anyone who hasn’t said much want to add anything to 

this?” or watch quiet people’s body language closely, and if they look like they have something to 
say, ask “Was there a thought you wanted to share” 
-- leave a few extra seconds of silence before moving on to a new topic, silence may be 

uncomfortable, but it is important!
 -- Encourage ideas that aren’t considered “normal” or the “risky ideas” and support creativity and 
ideas that come from the heart

4. Other skills include: mirroring, tracking, encouraging, balancing, listening for common ground, 
and clarifying

{GETTING THROUGH the “GROAN ZONE” towards CREATIVE SOLUTIONS}

3. Avoid polarizing positions
Instead, look at the needs of the different people or subgroups and encourage them to think 

creatively to find “win-win” solutions
As soon as polarity begins, you could add something like: “are these the only possible routes”

4. Coming to Consensus 
-- Begin with an inclusive proposal

a) clarify the proposal, any questions?
b) ask if there are any concerns? 
c) if so, more discussion
d) form a new, modified proposal
e) table the issue (postpone) if time runs out and no immediate solution can be found 
f) form a committee to work on a new proposal for the next meeting or later that meeting (it is 

important to include people from all sides of an issue on this working group)
g) try for consensus…. “any lasting concerns?” you can ask for signs of approval, like thumbs 

up or “does anyone stand aside”  and “are there any blocks”
h) who will be responsible for the implementation of this decision?

Beginning      Including     Getting through the “groan zone” to a creative solution
discussion      everyone’s

     opinions

3Business as usual
“Groan zone”

Creative and 
inclusive 
solution!
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Conflict: the growing pains of a cooperative

When we come together to start a new project, we feel excited, engaged, and usually very positive about the 
people we are working with toward our common goal.  We care very much about this new enterprise we’re 
building together, and we are risking a lot by putting our time, money, and energy into it.  

Before long, conflicts will arise.  We can get discouraged that all the members don’t agree, or we can choose 
to welcome the conflict as different approaches to a problem that we all care very much about.  As much as the 
numbers matter in a co-op, the people matter too.  Learning to move through is just as important as building 
and maintaining any other system in your business.  

Steps to negotiating conflict:

1.  Acknowledge that a conflict exists - sometimes hostilities and resentments become part of our regular 
interactions, without anyone talking about them openly.  The first step is to admit that a conflict exists.

2.  Understanding the causes of conflict - not every conflict is the same.  Some may be minor irritations 
between individuals, while others may reflect deep structural power dynamics built in to the cooperative or the 
society at large.  Knowing what kind of conflict you are dealing with will help you decide how to handle it.  (see 
reverse)

3.  Negotiate an action plan - most conflicts will require more than a one-time conversation.  It takes ongoing 
effort to resolve a conflict, and each person will have to concentrate on what they can do to make the situation 
better.

4.  Follow through on commitments - It might be tempting to forget about the conflict once you’ve finished in 
the negotiating room, but really the work has just begun.  The hardest part may be putting the plan into action. 
This requires trust between the individuals involved, and support from the larger group.

5.  Evaluating and adjusting the plan - Again, the temptation exists to let the conflict hibernate or just go 
back under the surface.  But a real resolution doesn’t come until the parties (and the larger group) have 
evaluated their efforts, determined whether they have helped, and trying again if they have not.



Origins of conflict Strategies for negotiation

Disagreements (or 
misunderstandings) over 
shared values, mission, goals, 
strategies

Return to your co-op’s shared statements around vision, mission, values, 
goals, and strategies.  Where are the places where you agree?  Where 
are the places that you disagree?  Where are there points that need 
clarification around meaning?

Disagreements (or 
misunderstandings) over facts - 
who did what, who said what

Make sure your co-op is creating good records of decisions by recording 
minutes of meetings.  Communicate in writing if necessary, but be careful 
of how language tends to deteriorate into misunderstanding when not 
communicated face-to-face.  Ask someone you both trust to listen in on 
conversations so you have an impartial person to help remember how it 
went.

Differences in personalities and 
working styles - people process 
and express information 
differently - some are numbers 
people, others are more verbal. 
Some learn about an issue by 
discussing it, others need to 
make a spreadsheet.

Understand general differences in people’s learning and communication 
styles, whether visual, verbal, auditory, physical, logical, social, or solitary 
- and understand which are your personal strengths and weaknesses. 
Give the other person tips on how they should approach you with 
feedback.  If it annoys you to be interrupted, ask them to schedule a time 
with you to discuss it.  If you can’t stand getting emails about something, 
ask them to approach you in person.  Then, be receptive when you are 
approached in the way you have requested.

Differences in cultural styles - 
whether ethnic, religious, 
geographic (rural/urban), or 
otherwise, people who come 
from different kinds of cultures 
might need to get used to one 
another

Cultural differences can be hard to extract from personal characteristics 
(above) and power dynamics (below).  For example, some cultures 
consider it a normal part of conversation when people raise their voices or 
use dramatic body language to get their meaning across, while people 
from other cultures might not be used to these things and find them 
upsetting.  It’s important to point out exactly which behaviors are causing 
the conflict, and making sure they are truly cultural, not individual or power 
dynamics.  Cultural differences have no right or wrong answers,  we can 
only become aware of them, try to adjust our behavior within reason to 
accommodate people different than us, and learn to not feel threatened if 
people are behaving in a way we are not used to.  

Differences in power, which 
often come from age, race, 
gender, ability, class, etc.

Unlike cultural differences, power differences based on systems of 
oppression really do have right and wrong answers.  Most of us have been 
socialized into a society which gives more power and influence to people 
who are adult, white, male, heterosexual, able-bodied, and/or rich, and 
these power dynamics are easily replicated within the co-op, unless steps 
are specifically taken to deconstruct them.  It is the responsibility of the 
person with privilege in relation to the other to understand how this extra 
power was given to them, to be open to hearing about when they are 
using it to their advantage, and to continually look for ways of dismantling 
these power relationships in the co-op.

Many conflicts are multi-faceted, and will benefit from more than one of these approaches.



5. What are you 
going to do about 
it?

STEPS TO RESOLUTION

FACILITATORS!

Know your boundaries, non-negotiables, strengths and 
weaknesses. Don’t agree to something you’re not ready to take 
on.  

Set up goals along the way. Time line out action steps.

1. Set yourselves up for success: enough time, neutral and private 
space, food, pre-meeting check-ins, supplies

2. Check-ins, community agreements, intentions 
setting
 

3. What’s happening? How are you 
feeling?
 

4. What are your needs and 
wants?
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TOWARD RESOLUTIONS, 
NOT RUIN

STEP 1: SET YOURSELVES UP FOR SUCCESS
Be sure to set up in a space that is private, safe, and ideally 
QHXWUDO��,I�SRVVLEOH��SURYLGH�IRRG�DQG�ZDWHU��0DNH�VXUH�\RX�
have enough time to realisitcally move forward towards resolu-
tion. Also be sure that you are ending with enough time for 
each participant to get to any following comittments. Provid-
ing small things that people can do with their hands (markers, 
WR\V��SOD\�GRK��FDQ�KHOS�FDOP�DQ[LHW\�DQG�PDNH�LW�HDVLHU�IRU�
participants to focus. 

STEP 2: CREATE COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS
It is important to create these as a group, so that everyone 
feels ownership of the agreements. However, you may choose 
to bring in some non-negotiables of your own, as facilitator (for 
H[DPSOH��7U\�WKH�SURFHVV�LQ�JRRG�IDLWK�DQG�UHVSHFW�LW���(QVXU-
ing the community agreements are upheld is your job descrip-
tion, as facilitator. Community agreements can be amended 
and added to throughout the process, as needed. 

STEP 3: HOW DO PEOPLE FEEL? WHAT IS 
HAPPENING?
If you go throught this too quickly, or if people don’t feel heard, 
LW�FDQ�OHDG�WR�FRQÀLFW�ODWHU�RQ��,I�WKDW�KDSSHQV��JR�EDFN�WR�WKLV�
phase. You can go around twice on this item, if you feel that its 
needed. Direct people to talk about how they are feeling; steer 
them away from how others made them feel, assumptions or 
accusations, name calling etc. (I’m feeling disrespected vs. I 
IHHO�OLNH�\RX�GRQ¶W�FDUH��

0RVW�RI�WKH�WLPH�WKLV�JR�DURXQG�ZLOO�VXUIDFH�WKDW�HYHU\RQH�KDV�
a different idea of what happened/what is happening. This can 
be enlightening, build empathy, and can really be the root of 
WKH�FRQÀLFW��,W�FDQ�EH�XVHIXO�WR�SRLQW�WKLV�RXW�DV�WKH�IDFLOLWDWRU�
during or at the end of this go-around. Discourage folks from 
entering into long, protracted narratives of what happened. 
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Questions you can use to help people direct their responses: 
:KDW�GR�\RX�SHUFHLYH�WKH�FRQÀLFW�WR�EH"�
How were you affected? How are you still being affected?
 
STEP 4: WHAT ARE THE NEEDS AND WANTS?
As facilitator, help identify needs vs wants. It is not essential to 
know whether something is a want vs a need. Be sure to list 
WKHP�DOO�YLVXDOO\��RQ�ÀLSFKDUW�SDSHU��ZKLWH�ERDUG��HWF���7KLV�KHOSV�
a lot!

STEP 5: WHAT IS EACH PERSON GOING TO DO ABOUT 
IT?
This is not about what we want others to do about it, but what 
we are willing to do to help move towards resolution. Even in in-
stances where people have lost power and been harmed, giving 
them time to identify what they can do to move towards resolu-
tion can be empowering. 

TIPS FOR FACILITATORS AND PARTICIPANTS
    Develop goals along the way, especially as people identify   
      needs. List these goals up visually, for all to see and refer to. 
    It’s important that the person facilitating the process not be  
      deeply involved in the process. 
    As facilitator, take care of your own needs. You can choose to  
      facilitate a process as part of a team, choose a back up 
      faciltator, or even just stop and take a break as needed. 
    This process can be done with any size group: the whole   
������JURXS��WKH�VSHFL¿F�LQGLYLGXDOV�LQYROYHG��RU�LQGLYLGXDOV�ZLWK�
      support people.
    Support people can help to keep tone, body language, and 
      language in check. They provide emotional support, help 
      with re-wording and communicating, and can help identify 
      power dynamics, commonalities, etc. 
    Including more people can be helpful-- people less triggered 
������E\�WKH�FRQÀLFW�FDQ�KHOS�WR�OHQG�D�PRUH�FDOP�SHUVSHFWLYH�DQG���
      de-escalate tensions. 
    As a facilitator, it can be helpful to paraphrase, synthesize, 
������UHVWDWH��DQG�UHÀHFW�EDFN�ZKDW�SHRSOH�DUH�VD\LQJ��,W�FDQ�DOVR�
      be helpful to point out when you’re hearing agreement.
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:H�OLNH�WR�GUDZ�XS�FRQÀLFW�UHVROXWRQ�WUHDVXUH�PDSV�IRU�DJHQGDV��
This is an example ofa pretty typical treasure map/agenda.
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Conflict Resolution Policy

The Organization is committed to sustaining a positive work environment in which staff 
members work constructively together. The conflict resolution policy and process has been 
established as a foundation for ensuring that the work environment remains positive.
The conflict resolution policy is intended to:

 Provide the opportunity to resolve a conflict or complaint quickly, fairly and without 
reprisal. 

 Open communication and foster a safe and constructive environment for addressing 
differences of opinions. 

 Identify organization policies and procedures which need to be clarified or modified.

Staff members who are experiencing a work related conflict or have a complaint are encouraged 
to resolve it through one-on-one meetings whenever possible. All requests for conflict resolution, 
complaints and appeals are taken seriously and handled as early as possible to best possible 
capacity of the staff and board resolution committee. 

Prerequisite
All staff collective members are obliged to participate in the conflict resolution process if another 
member of the staff brings any member in conflict. Accepting to go through the dispute 
resolution process does not make the member a guilty party. All members of staff are protected 
employees from retribution for raising legitimate complaints and concerns using the conflict 
resolution process. All participants in the conflict resolution process are to maintain strict 
confidentiality except where disclosure, with the permission of the complainant, may be required 
to discreetly gather information to support a complainant or respondent, to implement the 
resolution of a complaint or to monitor terms of resolution. 

Definition: Includes interpersonal issues between the staff of Worcester Roots Project like 
disagreements, personality and power dynamics. In addition, a conflict could be an alleged 
violation of any collective agreement, including such factors as the administration, application 
and interpretation of this agreement, as well as working conditions. Harassment can be a source 
of conflict, and Worcester Roots is committed to provide a harassment-free work place. Refer to 
the sexual harassment policy for conflicts with harassment specifically designed for that purpose. 

List of resources:

Center for Nonviolent Solutions

901 Pleasant Street
Worcester, MA 01602

Phone: (774) 641-1566

Website: www.nonviolentsolution.org

Email: inquiry@nonviolentsolution.org



Conflict resolution process
The person bringing up conflict decides which steps to use. There is however a progression of 
interventions, escalating the involvement of board members and formal procedures based on the 
seriousness of the conflict and the inability of the parties to resolve differences on their own. An 
earnest effort shall be made to settle grievances fairly and promptly. The aggrieved employee(s) 
should bring up the grievance to either one-on-one or to the board conflict resolution committee 
within fifteen (15) working days of the event giving rise to its occurrence. The fifteen day limit 
can be increased with consensus from collective staff members. 

Steps in process (We are encouraged to move from step to step if possible, but steps may be 
skipped at a staff member's discretion. We will typically do at least one step from steps 1-3 
before going to an outside mediator.):

1. One-on-one: involves discussing the issue with the member(s) who has a conflict with to 
collaboratively understand and resolve the issue. If the one-on-one meeting does not 
resolve the conflict the aggrieved could ask for a council meeting.

2. Calling a council meeting: The member could call for a council meeting either at a staff 
collective meeting or at an earlier date if there is urgency to resolve the dispute. You need 
to appoint a neutral facilitator(s) to facilitate the council meeting. If dispute is not 
resolved even at the council meeting the members could go to the board dispute 
resolution committee.

3. Board conflict resolution committee: If the staff is unable to resolve the dispute or if 
the staff member feels uncomfortable bringing up the issue one-on-one or in a staff 
meeting, the dispute can progress to the resolution committee on board (Soon to be 
formed, non-staff). The committee on board then decides the process to resolve the 
dispute. If involving the Board in the complaint process, it is advisable to bring it only to 
the board member on dispute resolution committee, in order to both maintain 
confidentiality and Board focus on strategic, rather than operational, activities. 

4. Mediation: If the committee of board members is unable to resolve the dispute the 
member could ask for external mediation. The list of external mediators that includes non 
staff board members is above. In addition, each person could ask for a neutral support 
person to accompany them for mediation. The person who asks for dispute resolution has 
to agree on the support person.

5. Evaluation: There should be an evaluation with the staff and with board committee if it 
has been involved when the dispute is settled to learn from decisions that were made and 
to review if the process could have been better handled. 

Confidentiality: Confidentiality will be decided upon at the initiation of a mediation process.

Whistle blowing: If someone is uncomfortable with the above steps or if an issue is serious and 
needs to be dealt with by a higher authority one could directly go to the board.  Complaints can 
be made in writing or orally. Any issue that seriously jeopardizes the organization's integrity or 



legal or financial situation can be taken directly to the dispute resolution committee on board or 
the board President. If a member needs anonymity when making a complaint one could use 
info@worcesterroots.org.

Documentation
When the above approach is used members need not maintain extensive written documentation. 
A general description can be maintained in personnel files future reference. 



CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROFILE WORKSHEET

▫ Rather than talking to other people, come to me when you have problem with me.
▫ When possible, do not criticize me or express negative inter-personal feelings in 

front of customers and co-workers; ask to speak to me in private.
▫ Before addressing something difficult, ask me if it’s an OK time for me to talk about 

a potentially sensitive matter.
▫ Don’t enter into our conversation with assumptions and accusations.  Rather ask me 

what happened or what my intent was (ask rather than accuse).  Tell me what you 
experienced or perceived and ask me what I experienced or perceived.  (“It seemed 
to me that you were publicly criticizing me when you paged.  What was your 
intent?”).
▫ Be solution-oriented rather than simply critical.  Instead of competing with me over 

who’s right, let’s work together as colleagues to solve the problem.
▫ Listen to me when I speak.  Do not interrupt or make impatient gestures.
▫ Do not yell but, rather, maintain your normal conversational volume when talking 

about the problem.
 Regarding addressing difficult issues by phone or in writing, I

 prefer that notes, voicemail/phone calls be only used to schedule a time 
to talk.
 prefer or am open to initial communication about the problem by 
writing/phone/voicemail 
 want to always be addressed in person.

▫ Personal space is important to me, and I prefer to maintain arm’s length distance (or 
some other measure:  __________       __________) when discussing a charged 
issue.
▫ While I like a good joke, I find jokes can backfire during stressful conversations and 

ask that you refrain from them when we are talking about difficult issues.
▫ While we are speaking about difficult issues, I ask that you refrain from the use of 

profanities.
▫ I prefer that you not touch me during conversations regarding difficult matters.
▫ Please do not point your finger at me while speaking to me.
▫ If possible, do not speak to me about difficult issues as soon as I arrive at work.
 If possible, do not speak to me about difficult issues right before I leave work.
 It helps me greatly if you maintain eye contact with me.
 I prefer for us both to sit down when we discuss something difficult.
 I want you to give me the benefit of the doubt that I’m doing my best and mean you 

no disrespect or harm.
 If you have a difficulty with me, I hope you will bring it up as soon as reasonably 

possible.  I realize that sometimes, upon encountering the difficulty, you might want 
to take time to consider things, calm down, or get someone else’s perspective; but, 
if after consideration, you still feel there’s a problem, please approach me as soon as 
you can talk about a solution.

Other: __________________________________________________________________
{please use other side of page to continue additional comments}



Worksheet: Leadership We Like

Leadership we like Leadership we don't like

Do you think there is any such thing as leadership in a co-op?

Should the co-op try to encourage leadership, or discourage it?

What should the co-op do to encourage or discourage leadership?

Discuss the qualities of leadership you identified on the Leadership worksheet.  Have any themes emerged?  
Record them in the chart below.

There are no right or wrong answers in the following section, just your group's opinions on the question of 
leadership.



Worksheet: Leadership Qualities

What kinds of things did that person do that made them an effective leader?

What kinds of things did that person do to make you feel that way?

What kinds of things did this person do, and why do you think they behaved this way?

Think of a person in your life that was in a position of leadership, who made you feel like you 
were a part of a team, like your opinions were important, your experiences were valuable, and 
who you learned things that helped you become a leader yourself.  This could be a parent, 
teacher, coach or teammate, a supervisor or co-worker, a community organizer, a religious 
leader,

Now think of a person in your life who was also in a position of leadership, but who made you feel 
the opposite way: that your opinions didn't count, that you didn't have any valuable experiences 
to draw on, and that they would always be the leader, and you would always be second-best.

Now think of a person who behaved as if they were in a leadership role in a group, but that the 
group didn't recognize or want as a leader.

Finally, think of a person who you think had a lot to offer a group you were in, but who didn't often 
step into a leadership role, or wasn't offered one.

What did this person offer that the group missed out on?  Why do you think they didn't become a 
leader in the group?


